
Loopy Love

1. Noun - Plural

2. Verb - Present Tense

3. Adjective

4. Noun

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Place

8. Verb - Past Tense

9. Verb

10. Verb - Past Participle

11. Verb

12. Noun

13. Noun

14. Noun

15. Adjective

16. Noun

17. Something You Shout

18. Adjective

19. First Name Of A Person

20. Verb - Present Tense

21. Noun

22. Noun - Plural

23. Noun
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24. Noun



Loopy Love

'Twas a summer night in 2008 when Kristin had to get her wisdom Noun - Plural taken out. Of course, she

had just started Verb - Present Tense Nick (the Adjective Cuban boy from Noun ) and was

eager to spend as much time with him as she could. The night of her Noun , Nick had a big baseball

game in the Noun Illinois Place across the way. Feeling Verb - Past Tense from her

afternoon nap and wanting to show her support, Kristin braved the pain and drove to watch him play. After the

game Nick invited Kristin over to another friend's house to Verb movies. Kristin was Verb - 

Past Participle by the invite and agreed to join. Halfway through the movie, Kristin started to feel a lot of pain!

She decided to Verb some of her pain pills and ended up falling asleep on the Noun . Oops!

Once the movie had ended Nick woke Kristin up and to his surprise she was as high as a Noun ! Being

the pre-pharmacist that he was, Nick decided that Kristin needed to go home and that she probably should not

drive herself. As he was preparing to get her into the Noun , Kristin lost her Adjective and fell

asleep leaning against his Noun . Nick noticed quickly and yelled Something You Shout ! As if this

night had not been Adjective enough, Kristin called him First Name of a Person the entire ride home

and repeatedly asked why he was Verb - Present Tense her car. Once home, Kristin made a bee line to her

Noun and fell fast asleep leaving Nick to explain to the infamous Papa Steve who he is and why he

drove his little girl home in her car....yikes! Nick quickly found one of Papa Steve's soft spots. Noun - 

Plural . They talked about Noun for awhile and Nick was quickly deemed fit for Papa Steve's little

Noun .
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